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Jamshetji Tata and his son, Sir Dorabji Tata, believed that the 

real purpose of industry goes beyond the creation of wealth.

It was with this vision in mind, that the Tata Institute of Social 

Sciences was established in the year 1936.

TISS has been a forerunner in reimagining future, by creating a pool of skilled human service professionals, equipped 

to address the emerging challenges, faced by India.

Knowing School of Management And Labour Studies (SMLS)

The School of Management and Labour Studies has a mission to provide quality human service professionals for a 

variety of stakeholder groups in the development process. The School has diversified to develop innovative teaching 

and research programmes that address wider social issues and realities with a special emphasis on the marginalised 

and vulnerable groups. It offers 3 M.A. programmes in Human Resources Management and Labour Relations, 

Globalisation and Labour, and Social Entrepreneurship.

Master of Social Entrepreneurship 

MA SE aims in training through thoughtful methods of business 

expertise, to foster entrepreneurial responses to social sector 

problem. The centre blends social cause with professional 

expertise through an integrated approach that combines market 

research, consultancy, project management and business 

development work. The  programme  covers  an  

overview  of  economics,  polity  and  sociology,  

innovative  problem  solving, venture  creation,  

business  and  organisational  management, 

and  leadership  linking,  with  benefits  to 

stakeholders.  Distinctive  features  of  the  

curriculum are  inductive  pedagogy,  

blending  classroom  teaching   and   

experiential  learning   through   fieldwork, 

problem -solving  assignments  on  

social  problems  at individual  and  

group  levels,  meeting  and  

interacting  with  social  and  business 

entrepreneurs.  The programme is 

primarily targeted toward developing 

entrepreneurial skills. There  are  three  

major  dimensions  and  components  

of  this  programme:  (i)  social context, 

(ii) entrepreneurship skills, and (iii) 

management tools.

About 
Tata Institute of 
Social Sciences 

(TISS)

Programme Objectives  

To help participants using "management route"  

 in increasing their effectiveness and efficiency to 

 work in social development sector.

To familiarize the participants in the areas of  

 general management, social marketing, financial 

 mobilization and management, human resource  

 management, micro-finance and management  

 of social enterprises.

To familiarize with the relevant laws and the  

 procedure for launching and funding of social 

 enterprises. 

To qualify the participants with the techniques of  

 programme management skills for planning,  

 implementing development projects and   

 monitoring projects.

A distinctive feature of the course curriculum is  

 its inductive pedagogy blending classroom  

 teaching and experiential learning through block  

 fieldwork, Research Project and Dissertation.
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Library

The Sir Dorabji Tata Memorial Library (SDTML) is one of the best social sciences libraries in Asia. It is recognized 

by the UGC as a National Document Delivery Centre in the field of Social Sciences.

     The library holds about 1,09,000 volumes, 1,600 audio-visual materials and subscribes to over 249 journals.

     The SDTML provides a host of information services to its users like current awareness bulletin, new additions, 

selective dissemination of information bulletin, online public access catalogue (OPAC), document delivery service, 

reference service, bibliographic service etc. 

     It has established an institutional repository for providing access to electronic thesis and dissertations, faculty 

project reports, field action projects and publications. 

    M. K. Tata Memorial Learning Centre has been setup at Sir Dorabji Tata Memorial Library, TISS in 2008 to 

provide innovative teaching techniques and philosophy that continues to have far-reaching effects on the lives of 

visually challenged and taking them to new heights of independence. A variety of assistive technology and 

software is available at the Library for persons with disabilities.

Cyber Library

The purpose of the Cyber library is to provide seamless 

access to over 4,500 online journals; data transformation and 

word processing packages; social, economic, health, 

demographic and environmental databases and internet 

resources. With the installation of the wireless access points 

across the campus, the entire campus is now Wi-Fi enabled, 

including hostels and classrooms. 

Computer Centre

The Computer Centre was established with the aid of the 

Indian Council for Social Science Research (ICSSR) to 

process the data of research studies undertaken by the 

Institute's faculty, M.Phil. and Ph.D. scholars, and Master's 

degree students. It also provides training in data processing to 

research scholars, and has been recognized by the ICSSR as a 

Centre for Consultancy in Data Processing and Analysis.

Convention Centre 

The campus has a fully air conditioned, state of art convention centre 

that boasts of excellent acoustics and has a visual set up and a 

seating capacity of 800 people. The centre serves as the venue for 

several national and international seminars, workshops and 

conferences.

.
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It gives me immense pleasure and pride to present the 

placement brochure of 2015-2017 batch of M.A. Social 

Entrepreneurship students of TISS, Mumbai. The Tata 

Institute of Social Sciences has 80 years of experience 

in creating human service professions. It is recognised 

for creating highly knowledgeable and skilled 

professionals to address social issues and social 

transformation. In responding to a multitude of issues, it has now expanded its presence to 

different parts of the country. The institute is committed to nurture abilities and attitudes of 

individuals and making them better adept at dealing with challenges in the social and 

professional fields.

The TISS, Mumbai campus, with the students from various parts of the country, is devoted to 

searching for solutions to some of the pertinent social issues and reconstruct understanding 

about the various challenges facing communities and organisations.

The M.A. in Social Entrepreneurship of the School of Management and Labour Studies is one of 

the most fascinating and path-breaking programmes in the country. While we have been dealing 

with social and environmental issues, the programme was developed with inputs and 

collaborations from across the world to address economic issues i.e. to make poor people 

wealth creators by finding ways in which they may make their resources productive. The core 

competencies of the students include a deep, systematic analytical understanding of people and 

their environments, and the skills to work with them, to create business proposals and ventures 

to make this possible, and execute projects with sheer professionalism and accomplish 

organisational objectives. 

The students have undergone two years of rigorous theoretical as well as field-based training 

with pilot ventures, rural practicum and dissertation. I present committed, sensitive and 

professional Social Entrepreneurship graduates of 2015-17 batch for placements in your 

organization. I warmly invite you to visit our campus, interact with our students and discover 

their innovative ideas, commitments and enthusiasm in contributing to responding to the 

need of the hour. I am certain that our students will benefit immensely in this partnership 

with your esteemed organisation, turning out to be assets to you, and you will gain 

immensely by their abilities.

Prof. S. Parasuraman,

Director, 

Tata Institute of Social Sciences,

Mumbai

DIRECTOR'S 
FOREWORD
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Greetings!

The School of Management and Labour Studies, Tata 

Institute of Social Science welcomes you to the campus 

for Placement 2016-2017. 

We are a globally renowned public funded deemed 

university, facilitating an innovative learning that is pivotal to sustainable, equitable, and inclusive 

development. Since our inception in 1936, we have evolved from a more praxis based learning 

to an innovative multi disciplinary institutions of higher education. Amidst the dynamic spiral of 

changes that we have been embracing, our school has been carving out hubs of creativity and 

innovation such as Centre of Social Entrepreneurship that offers highly esteemed Master of Arts 

in Social Entrepreneurship. The M A in Social Entrepreneurship was born in 2007, greatly 

inspired by Sustainable Social Innovations that have been sprouting and shaping in different 

parts of the world.  

Master of Arts in Social Entrepreneurship draws creative and talented young women and men 

from diverse backgrounds. While the training exposes them to the frontier knowledge in Social 

Innovation, Social Sciences, Venture Creation, Entrepreneurship, Social Entrepreneurship,  

Qualitative and Quantitative Research, and Functional Domains of Management, they are well 

grounded in field realities through field immersion and internship. Moreover, they formulate social 

business venture plans, bolstered by research and fieldwork.

They are quite adept at envisaging transformational changes in team based scenarios, while they 

are dexterous in basic analytics and knowledge management. Having been moored in highly 

diverse plural learning contexts, they are quite skilled in meeting the demands of complex 

and diverse organisational systems. This pool of creative and talented youth would add 

tremendous value to your esteemed organisation. We cordially welcome you to our 

campus.

Thanking You .

Bino Paul G.D.,

Professor and Dean,

School of Management and Labour Studies,

Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Mumbai

DEAN'S 
FOREWORD
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Prof. Satyajit Majumdar
Professor and Chairperson for Social Entrepreneurship, 

MBA (IGNOU), Ph.D (BITS -Pilani)

Prof. Samapti Guha
Professor M.A, Ph.D (West Bengal), 

Fellow (LSE)

Dr. Nadiya Marakkath
Assistant Professor M.Com (Calicut), 

Ph. D (NIT Calicut)

Dr. Archana Singh
Assistant Professor MSW, M. Phil (TISS) Ph. D (TISS)

Dr. Edakkandi Meethal Reji
Assistant Professor M. Sc in Co-operation 

and Banking

Dr. D.K. Srivastava
Professor M.Com, D.Phil (Allahabad),

FDPM (IIM-A), Centre for HRM & LR

Dr. Zubin Mulla
Associate Professor and Chairperson

B.E (Pune), PGDBM (XLRI,Jamshedpur),

Fellow in Management (XLRI, Jamshedpur)

Prof. G.D. Bino Paul
Professor and Chairperson for Globalisation & Labour,

M.A (Calicut), M.Phil, Ph.D (IIT-B)

Prof. Sasmita Palo
Professor M.A, L.L.B, Ph.D

(Berhampur)

Dr. P. Premalatha
Associate Professor MBA (Alagappa), Ph.D (TISS)

Dr. Sarala K. Rao
Associate Professor (Sr. Scale) MBA, M.Phil, Ph.D

(Andhra)

Dr. Varsha V. Ayyar
Assistant Professor M.A (Shivaji), Ph.D (Mumbai)

Dr. Srinath Jagannathan
Assistant Professor M.A (Mumbai), FPM (IIM-A)

Centre for Public Policy and Governance

Prof. B. Venkatesh Kumar
Professor and Chairperson M.A (Madurai), Ph. D

(Mumbai)

Dr. P. Vijayakumar
Assistant Professor M.A (Calicut), M.Phil

(Bharathiar), Ph.D (TISS)

Dr. Gordhan Saini
Assistant Professor MBA (Udaipur), Ph.D

(Banasthali)

Mr. Abhishek Kumar
Assistant Professor M.A (TISS), NET

Centre for Labour Studies

Mr. S.T.Sawant
TISCO Chair Professor M.A (Mumbai), Eco

(Mumbai University), Ph.D

FACULTY PROFILE
School of Management and 
Labour Studies
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2

4 Semester

3  Semester

Course
Curriculum
Course
Curriculum

Legal Framework for Social 
Ventures
Fund Raising 
Social Marketing 
Venture Plan 2 (Problem map 
revision, Case for Venture and 
Business Plan Developmemt) 
Strategic Management
Research Design 2
Field Work Research and Data 
Collection
Visiting Faculty workshops on 
Finacial management, Venture 
Capitalists, Seed Funders, 
Investors expectations etc.)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Social Impact Assessment and 

Policy   Evaluation

Entrepreneurial Leadership and   

Motivation

Venture Plan II continued

Microfinance

Performance Management

Research Project and Dissertation   

Risk Management 

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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 Semester
Venture Plan I (Problem Mapping, 

Brainstorming and Solution 

Development)

Marketing Management for Social 

Ventures

Social Network Analysis

Financial Management for Social 

Ventures                               

Operations and Technolgy 

Management

Research Design I

Organisational Structure Design

Field Work and Practice Oriented   

Internship and Learning –             

(3 Months)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sustainable Development and 

Social Ventures

.

1 Semester 

Foundation Course (World 

Economics, World History, Caste, 

Society, Politics, Science & Society,

Philosophy of Research)

Research Methodologies 

(Qualitative and Quantitative)

Entrepreneurship and Social 

Entrepreneurship

Social Perspectives & Interventions 

Basic Accounting 

Public Policy and Governance 

Field Work and Practice Oriented   

Internship and Learning

Workshops on Innovation, 

Leadership

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.



üLabor Economics

üProject Management in Disaster Context

üGlobalization and Informal Sector

üProject Management

üInternational Labor Standards

üUnderstanding Visual Cultures

üProject Planning Tools for Livelihood Promotions

üCaste, State and Politics in South Asia

üPersonality Development and Interpersonal Skills

CBCS 
(Choice Based Credit System)

One of the features of TISS like other good colleges is the flexibility to 

choose the subjects of your interest. These subjects vary vastly from 

every sector of life from arts, culture, history, political science, 

international politics, caste system, science tech and society to policy 

related like globalization, labor studies to media based subject which 

have a huge role in marketing and promotions and lastly business world 

like strategic management, innovation in social sector etc.

So our student took following electives out of the huge pool which acts as 

an add on giving depth to their understanding of the underlying principals 

behind different methods and practices in different sectors.

Credit Distribution

Courses 47

Field Work 30

Dissertation 4

CBCS 4

Total 85
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One of the biggest highlight of the Social Entrepreneurship course is the 3 months pilot venture that our students undertake. 

It not only allows student to refine their problem map through deeper problem understanding on ground but make them combine 

and develop their entrepreneurial skill including leadership, managing with limited budgets pushing to bootstrap opera�ons,

marke�ng, promo�ons, space all with exis�ng or minimal resources available. In the process they leverage their understanding 

of the problem to interact with more stakeholders and increase their network thus crea�ng further resources. The pilots show their 

perfect blend of entrepreneurial skills which is required very much in every sector and in every job i.e. the understanding of the 

ground reality, designing a venture out of it, solid business development skills, networking, collabora�on, marke�ng, cost cu�ng, 

budge�ng, fund raising and so on. 

Pilot undertaken by 2015-17 batch ranges from Educa�on to Healthcare to Agriculture to IT to Waste Management all centered around 

most pressing social issues we face today.

PILOT DETAILS

Name of the Venture Location Description

them

WOW Founda�on

Experien�a

Colon mart

Base Camp Educa�on
Founda�on
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The batch has a good mix of diverse profiles raging from engineering, economics, management, 

arts and commerce graduates with people coming directly after their graduation and the ones 

who excelled themselves in the corporate & social sector up to 4 years. 

All of them have added a deep understanding of real time business principles in this course 

through various case studies, engaging with many entrepreneurs on route, starting pilot 

ventures and they not only know about what it takes to build an organization from scratch but 

can also handle these challenging roles in shaping professional domains with agility and limited 

resources. 

Profiles No. Percentage 

 Engineering 12 52% 

Economics 3 13% 

Management 2 9% 

Arts 4 17% 

Commerce 2 9% 

Total 23 100% 
 

Experience No. Percentage 

0-12 Months 4 17% 

12-24 Months 5 22% 

24-36 Months 3 13% 

36 & Above 3 13% 

Fresher 8 35% 

Total 23 100% 

SE 2015-17 Batch Pro le
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Students’ Proles 2015-17
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Aditi	Aiyyer

Ÿ Business Intelligence Expert at Housing.com for 4

months, Mumbai.

Ÿ Analyst at Fractal Analy�cs for 3 years 2 months,

Mumbai- worked on Pricing Analy�cs, Category

Analysis for CPG giant, Assortment of Skus,

Campaign Op�misa�on for a Nonprofit.

Ÿ Summer Intern at the Indian Merchants Chamber

for 3 months

Ÿ Moderator for the Panel discussion at iPreneur'16,

fest for Center for Social Entrepreneurship

Ÿ Founder, "Empower Founda�on" - Providing skills

to youth to make them employable and self reliant

B.Sc. Economics
Symbiosis School of Economics 

Ankit	Soni

B.E. in Informa�on Technology
Rajiv Gandhi Technological 
University Bhopal(M.P.)

. .. .

Ÿ Associate Engineer at Tech Mahindra Noida for 10

months

Ÿ Volunteered for Wake up peoples founda�on

Awarded employee of the month at Tech Mahindra

for Netgaer domain

Ÿ Anchored iPreneur'16 fest for Centre for Social

Entrepreneurship, TISS, Mumbai and co-ordinated

various other individual events

Ÿ Founder “Antardhwani founda�on”- Increasing the

quality of educa�on (teaching) in slum schools by

launching a successful volunteer programme.

Bhavesh	Wankhade

B.A. in History 

Yashwantrao Chavan Maharashta 

Open University

.

.

Ÿ Worked for 32 months as a Business

Development,  Product Manager at

Amrava� yuva Spandan, Amrava�

Ÿ Worked for 9 months with Studio Sai music

on 3 Guinness world record as Marke�ng

Manager & Campaign designer

Ÿ Co-founder, Organic Basket - A social

Enterprise,  working on Sustainable

Agricultural solu�ons in Maharashtra

Chitvan	Chamadia

B.E. in Electronics and 
Telecommunica�on Engineering 
MIT College of Engineering, Pune

.

.

       11   months   work   experience   as   a

       Business   Development   Execu�ve   with 

       QED Baton, Pune

Ÿ 1.5 years work  experience with an

educa�on based startup, Proac�ve I

Ÿ Worked with Rubaroo as a facilitator for

sessions on 'Social Inclusion' in Ecole

Mondiale World school, Mumbai

Ÿ Fellow with Bharat Calling and conducted

awareness sessions with them

Ÿ Founder, Experien�a - Travel for a cause,

working on responsible tourism
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Kiran	Suresh	Gedam

Ÿ 2 year of work Experience as co-ordinator in

Dhammsandesh NGO in Nagpur

Ÿ Founder, Deepsthambh Founda�on which work

for promo�on of higher Educa�on and help

students from rural area to get into higher

educa�onal ins�tute

B.B.A in Financial Management
Modern college,Rastrasant Tukadoji 
Maharaj Nagpur University

Kumar	Harsh

B. Tech in Mechanical Engineering,

NETGI, Ranchi University

. .
.

Ÿ 3 months of work experience as Senior Execu�ve with

Absolute Surveyors and Loss Assessors Pvt. Ltd.

Ÿ Worked as CBM for 1 month for promo�on of Frapp, a

digital pla�orm for students to get access to student

offers and deals as well as opportuni�es to intern

Ÿ Industrial Training with NHPC, Sikkim and HEC, Ranchi

Ÿ Ac�ve contribu�on to E-Cell @ CSE, E-Talks,

iPreneur'16, and Placement ac�vi�es in TISS,

Mumbai

Ÿ Created a Public Speaking Club named “Crea�ve

Wings” with three other friends during my Bachelors

Ÿ Founder, Drish� – Aim to improve access of affordable

eye health services in rural areas of Jharkhand

Murari	Sharma

BA(H) Business Economics

SGTB Khalsa University of Delhi

.

.

Ÿ Interned with Zupp-the carpooling
applica�on

Ÿ NCFM cer�ficate in wealth management,
commercial banking and mutual fund

Ÿ Interned with MR Proview for 4 months

Ÿ Cleared IPCC intermediate with two
dis�nc�on Cleared CT-1, 3 and 7 Actuarial
science(UK Society)

Ÿ Co-founder,  Gramsamr idh i -  A  rura l
development ini�a�ve

Ÿ Founder, Jeevan Surbhi- Offers human
resource consultancy and solu�ons

Pratul	Narayan

B.A Economics Majors

Jai Hind College Mumbai

.

.

Ÿ 1 year work experience with Sanjeevani Life Beyond

Cancer in Mumbai (Resource Mobiliza�on)

Ÿ 1 year work experience with Teach For India,

Ahmedabad

Ÿ Internship as Marke�ng execu�ve with Zupp

carpooling applica�on

Ÿ Team member of  Interna�onal  Antarc�ca

Expedi�on by 2041 Founda�on

Ÿ University of Southampton Spark India fellow 2016

Ÿ 5 months internship with Star India Mumbai

Ÿ Marke�ng coordinator iPreneur’16

Ÿ Hospitality coordinator Na�onal conference on

social entrepreneurship 2016

Ÿ Anchor for Delhidaredevils IPL 2012

Ÿ Founder, Base Camp Educa�on Founda�on as

summer pilot for TISS

.
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Rahul	Kumar

Ÿ Assistant Manager, Purchase and Supply Chain,

Ancillary Developments, TML Pantnagar 2012-2015

Ÿ SPOC from 2014-15, Integrated  Cost Reduc�on ,

Tata Motors SCV Division

Ÿ Ac�ve member of TML Pantnagar CSR team �ll my

tenure

Ÿ Internships @ BHEL Jhansi (UP) and Reliance

Thermal Power, Shahjahanpur (UP)

Ÿ Joint Secretary - Model and Robo�cs Sec�on, IIT

Roorkee

Ÿ Ac�ve contribu�on to E-Cell, E-Talks, iPreneur’16

and Placement ac�vi�es, TISS Mumbai

Ÿ Design Head for Asia Pacific Robo�c Compe��on,

Robocon- IIT Roorkee Team

Ÿ Founder, Reboo�ng India - Pilot venture to explore

livelihood opportuni�es for Rural Bundelkhand

B.Tech, Mechanical Engg,

IIT Roorkee

Sandip	Kiro
B. A.  History
Loyola college, Chennai

. .
.

Ÿ Worked as a volunteer for 6 months with

Samudra Vikas, an NGO in Orissa

Ÿ Coordinated World Indigenous Day Fes�val'16 at

Tata Ins�tute of Social Sciences, Mumbai

Ÿ Founder, Alloko Educa�on, a social enterprise

with aim to mo�vate tribal students and ins�ll

confidence to pursue higher educa�on

Shreyansh	Chandak
B. Tech in Computer Science
Engineering
West Bengal University of Technology

.

.

Ÿ 10 months business development experience

in renewable energy sector

Ÿ 7 months experience in IT sector

Ÿ Ran a fellowship program primary school

educa�on development in Sunderbans, West

Bengal

Ÿ Founder, Project Khushiyan - a mentoring

program for youngsters from low income

family groups

Shweta	Anil	Chavan

Bachelors of Business 
Administra�on,  Pune University 

.

Ÿ Recipient of Best Outgoing student of the Year

2011

Ÿ 3 months Internship with Idea Cellular Pvt. Ltd

Worked with Sangeeta's Educa�onal Academy as

HR consultant for 2 years

Ÿ Worked with D. Thakkar Pvt. ltd as Recruitment

and placement Manager for 18 months

Ÿ Founder and Publisher of a Marathi magazine

' Pa n i n i '  w h i c h  fo c u s e s  o n  s o l v i n g  t h e

communica�ons gap between Students-Parents-

Teachers with counselling per ar�cles

Ÿ Currently Crea�ng a venture model for Warli

Tribal Ar�sts to connect them to the market

directly through online pla�orm

.
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Key Features

The scheme has various funding options, which includes seed/start-up funding, 

research funding and running capital funding for stabilising operations and 

generating new revenue streams among others.

iPreneur - ‘An Ode to the Spirit of Social Entrepreneurship’ is a unique experience aimed at bringing up innovative

ideas to sustainably influence the social paradigm of human life. This summit is conducted by the

Centre for Social Entrepreneurship of the School of Management and Labour Studies, at the Tata Institute of

Social Sciences.

iPreneur’16 is supported by Tata Trusts as the key Title Sponsor and Partner. Our distinguished speakers include 

Mr. Girish Kulkarni, Founder of Snehalaya, Rema Subramanian, Co- Founder, Ankur Capital, Dr. Madhav Sathe, 

Secretary, The Bombay Mothers’ and Children Welfare Society.

Rural Practicum

The students of Social Entrepreneurship undergo a month-long, rigorous immersion programme towards the

conclusion of the first semester of the academic year . It involves field visit and stay in some of the most backward

districts of the country. They are required to observe the surrounding socio-politico-economical environments,

and draw learning, while getting involved in the day-to-day lives of the host villagers. They are even required to

help in unique task assignments - from helping out in the farms to analysing and assessing training/skill needs of

the organisations that assist them with the rural practicum.

This immersion programme ends with the presentation  of  comprehensive reports  by  students and evaluation by

faculties of the Centre. This year, the batch of 2015-17 visited Snehalaya- Home of Love established 

Dr. Girish Kulkarni situated in Ahmednagar district of Maharashtra.They also visited tribal village 

blocks of Jhabua district, Madhya Pradesh.

CSE- Incubation

The Centre for Social Entrepreneurship has an exciting incubation centre which cradles innovative business models 

for social enterprises of its alumni. Currently, about 14 such enterprises are nested within the incubation centre, 

which works in close coordination with the faculties and a rich exchange of academia and on-the-job experiences is 

maintained.

DBS-TISS Partnership

14



Brief About Past Placements

15

Original motive behind the establishment of Centre for Social Entrepreneurship, TISS Mumbai was to prove 
that entrepreneurship can be taught in classes and that it can produce the world class entrepreneurs. But we 
have always believed strongly that entrepreneurship is not only limited to starting your own venture but it is 
about how you conduct yourself in your work, it is a way with which you make yourself distinguished from just a 
managerial approach. It involves effectuation, very detailed problem mapping (GAP analysis) that derives 
innovation along with best management practices that we learn over 2 years while learning to leverage our 
network to get things done with limited resources. Students here are capable enough to lead their own venture 
and can handle independent projects or teams.

So our alums are excelling both in taking their ventures to greater heights and leading in professional world 
also. In the past the students have only focused on creating their ventures or going to fields like CSR, Social 
Sector Organizations but a pattern has emerged where many alums have switched to corporate sector and 
have been successful in incorporating entrepreneurship, business principals with their practical experiences 
on the field.

Alumni placed at senior positions in various prestigious organisations such as KPMG, Tata Tele Services Ltd  

(TTSL), Cipla Ltd., ALC, Wockhardt, L&T Finance, Piramal Foundation, I-PAC, Zaya Labs, Muthoot Finance, 

ABC Consultantcy, Dasra, Tata Steel, FINO PayTech Ltd., Intellecap, Ashoka Foundation, Auroville, Citizens   

Alliance Pvt. Ltd, Selco Foundation, Parivaar among others.

But from this year onwards, students have  decided to go for corporate  placement given their past  exposure in  

the  sector. 

Our school hosts Human Resource Management, Social Entrepreneurship and Globalization & Labor Studies. 

HRM has always been focused mainly on corporate side and has  created a  good track  record  with  last  year  

statistics  as  follows:

Previous Year Record of Placements in Corporate Sector

Number of students participated 60
Number of Pre Placement Offers 13
Number of Lateral Placement Offers         14
Number of offers in the HR domain           60
Number of companies making offers        37

 We, Social Entrepreneurship, on the other hand have added  elements  of  leadership, running our  own enterprise,  

leading independent projects, managing teams,  managing  resources, CSR, partnership  development, nego�a�ons 

 and likewise and thus welcome the following or similar roles:

Roles:

ü Project Managers / Project Leaders

ü Business Development

ü Strategy and Strategic Management

ü Ancillary Development

ü Operations

ü CSR / CSR Consultancy

ü Project Planning

ü Social Sector Consultancy

ü Field Managers

ü Fund Raising

ü Networking and Partnerships

ü Commercial / Social Marketing Roles

Number of first time recruiters 8
Average Annual CTC (in Lakhs) 16.0
Median Annual CTC (in Lakhs) 16.9
Highest Annual CTC offered (in Lakhs)    25.6



Contact Details

Kumar Harsh
kr.harsh023@gmail.com
+91 7045705003

Pratul Narayan 
pratulnarayan@gmail.com
+91 7045705807

Tata Institute of Social Sciences,
V. N. Purav Marg, Deonar, Mumbai 400088.

TATA INSTITUTE OF 
SOCIAL  SCIENCES

Prof. Bino Paul

bino@tiss.edu

Reach Us At : placement.cse@tiss.edu
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